CHOOSING INFLIGHT Wi-Fi?
5 key network questions to ask.

Let's face it. When it comes to inflight connectivity, you hear a lot about speed. Sure, speed matters,
but it's not the only thing to consider when choosing your inflight Internet network.
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DOES SPEED
MATTER?

Network speed is like the speed limit on a
highway. It tells you how fast you can go - but it
doesn't tell you how fast you will go. That's an
important distinction.
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» Network speed only speaks to the network's
maximum potential.
» Your actual in flight user experience will
depend on speed plus other factors, such as
network capacity and coverage.
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WHAT’S THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SPEED AND CAPACITY?
If speed tells you how fast you can drive on a
highway, capacity tells you how many lanes the
highway has.
» The more lanes you have, the more likely it is
that you can reach the speed limit when others
are on the same highway.
» Networks with greater capacity deliver a better
experience to all users in flight because it's built
to handle influences such as: traffic volume,
bandwidth usage, and available spectrum
and infrastructure.
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HOW RELIABLE IS
THE NETWORK?

ALL LANES OPEN
Enjoy your drive

Is your highway full of potholes, construction zones and
detours? You should find out because a highway's
physical condition can also affect the quality of your
drive.
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» It's the same with an inflight network. Infrastructure,
technological reliability and spectrum interference
(or noise) can have a major impact on performance.
» Look for a seamless network of towers, sufficient
available spectrum, proven and tested equipment,
and advanced antennas - which are all necessary
for a superior Internet experience in the air.
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WHAT ABOUT
COVERAGE?

A good highway doesn't suddenly
stop in Kansas.
» When exploring inflight Wi-Fi,
make sure that the network you
choose will keep you seamlessly
connected wherever you fly.
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» Ask if the network has a fully-built
infrastructure including towers,
satellites, sectors, and redundancy.
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WHO CAN
I TRUST?
When you're ready to jump on the highway,
do your research and don't risk it.
Go with the partner that has years of
experience and a solid record of
performance: Gogo Business Aviation.
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Now that you know what
awesome looks like, let's find
the right solution for you.
Connect with a Gogo Business Aviation connectivity consultant. We're ready to answer your
questions and determine the right solution for your inflight Wi-Fi needs.
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